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1. Introduction 

The object of this paper is to set up tensor products and homological algebra for 

ring and module objects in categories of coalgebras. Our interest in and applications 

of these results are motivated by homotopy theory and we begin in this section by 

sketching the algebraic topology that lies behind our work. We hope this will aid the 

reader in two ways: not only will it supply motivation for this paper but it will also 

provide what we believe are useful examples to keep in mind while discussing the 

pure algebra in later sections. 

Consider H,(X; Ep), the ordinary (Eilenberg-MacLane) homology of a space X with 

coefficients in the integers mod p. Just as the cohomology H*(X; Ep) of the space has 

cup products making it into a graded, commutative, associative Ep algebra, so the 

homology H,(X; Fp) has a coaction giving it a natural structure of a graded, cocom- 

mutative, coassociative Ep coalgebra. Similarly, if E,(-) is any generalised homology 

theory with a suitable Kiinneth theorem E,(X x X) g E,(X) @E, E,(X), for example, 

E =K(n) the nth Morava K-theory, then E,(X) comes with the structure of a graded, 

cocommutative, coassociative E, coalgebra. 
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It now follows that an algebraic structure on the space X, or at least such a structure 

up to homotopy, will give rise under H,(-; FP) to an algebraic object of the same type 

in the category of graded coalgebras. Thus, for example, if X is a topological group 

H,(X; EP) is a group object in the category of coalgebras - better known as a Hopf 

algebra after Hopf who first considered this process; the coaction and counit arise 

from the theory H,(-; EP) as before while the product, conjugation and unit arise, 

respectively, from the product, inverse and unit maps in X. The same holds when X 

is merely a group up to homotopy. 

Another classical example is that of the n-fold loops on the it sphere, P’S”, n > 0. 

This space has the structure of an abelian group up to homotopy: addition arises from 

the loop sum operation (concatenation of loops) and inverses from the reversal of loops. 

However, D’S” has the further structure of a ring up to homotopy: if we interpret a 

point in C’S” as a map S” --) S”, composition of these maps gives a product which, 

up to homotopy, is associative and distributes over the addition. ’ When we take the 

mod p homology of SPS” we consequently get a ring object in the category of graded 

FP coalgebras, an object that has come to be termed a coalgebraic ring or Hopf ring. 

Other examples of spaces with algebraic structures also arise naturally. If F is a 

ring spectrum [l] it has a corresponding D spectrum {F,; n E Z}. These are the 

spaces representing the multiplicative generalised cohomology theory F*(-) associated 

to F and are related to each other by the based loop space construction F_ = CPn+, . 

Thus, F”(X) = [X,En], the homotopy classes of maps from the space X to F_,, and the 

addition in F”(X) arises from the loop sum operation F, x F_, + & in & = CF_,+,. 

The inverse operation in F”(X) corresponds to the map F_, + En reversing loops and 

the unit corresponds to the inclusion of the point * --) & as the constant loop. Thus, as 

in the previous example, each F_, is a group up to homotopy and so each H,(&; EP) 

is a graded Hopf algebra. 

However, the ring spectrum F gives rise to a product in the cohomology theory 

F*(-). This gives us homomorphisms 

F”(X) @ F”(X) -+ Fn+m(X) 

corresponding to maps of the representing spaces 

Hence, the set of all the spaces, F, = {F,; n E Z} is a graded ring object in the 

homotopy category. Applying H,(-; EP) gives us products 

0: K(F_,; EP) @H&L; EP) +K.(F,+,; Ep) 

and this makes the bigraded object H,(F_,; LFP) into a graded ring object in the category 

of graded lFP coalgebras, i.e. into a (bigraded) coalgebraic ring or Hopf ring. 

’ Paolo Salvatore has pointed out to us that distributivity fails to sZ”S” does not in fact provide an example 

of a ring up to homotopy. The limits QS” = lim, B”S” does however give an example. The same remark 

also applies to Example 2.4. 
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In the same way, if F is a ring spectrum and G is an F module spectrum [l], the 

object H,(G,; Ep) has the structure of a module object in the category of coalgebras 

over the ring object H,(F_,; [Fp). Such objects can appropriately be called coalgebraic 

modules or Hopf modules. 
Our final, and somewhat simpler example of a Hopf ring arises as follows. Suppose 

that R and S are commutative rings. Forgetting the product on S for the moment 

we may form the group ring R[S]. Imposing a coproduct on R[S] by declaring $([s]) = 

[s] @ [s] and a counit R[S] + R given by the usual augmentation map makes R[S] 
into a Hopf algebra: recall the product in R[S] comes from the operation [si] * [sz] = 

[si + ~21. If we define a second product in R[S] by linearly extending the operation 

bll 0 b21= iSlS21 

given by the multiplication in S, we have given the ‘ring-ring’ object R[S] the structure 

of a Hopf ring. This construction arises also from the study of s2 spectra. If F is a 

ring spectrum as above, the (homological) zero-dimensional part of H,(&; Ep), i.e., 

H@,; IF,), can be identified as the ring-ring EJF*] where F* is the ring of coefficients 

of F, i.e., the F cohomology of a point. 

Hopf rings first appeared explicitly in the work of Milgram [7] and were later used 

by Ravenel and Wilson [9] on the homology of spaces in the Q spectra for complex 

cobordism and the Brown Peterson theories and in further papers discussing a wide 

variety of 52 spectra. They are the technical ingredient needed to set up and run unstable 

Adams spectral sequences [3] and of course are the definitive language with which 

to speak about unstable cohomology operations [4]. Hopf modules were used in [2] 

to discuss the homology of pro-spaces in the pro-Q spectrum representing the I,- 

adic completion of E(n). The ideas of Hopf rings and their like have now been used 

extensively in topology and have proved to be a powerful tool. The additional algebraic 

structure inherent in a Hopf ring, over say that contained in the underlying Hopf algebra 

(or Hopf algebras), allows much complicated topological detail to be encapsulated in 

relatively simple algebraic terms; see, for example, Ravenel and Wilson’s description 

of the homology of spaces in the 52 spectrum for complex cobordism as a certain free 

Hopf ring modulo a single family of relations derived from the associated formal group 

laws. In all, Hopf rings have proved to be a natural and an invaluble part of the tool 

kit of a topologist. 

It has been noted in several papers that though already established the use of the 

term Hopf ring, module, etc., to indicate a ring, module, etc., object in a category 

of coalgebras has a serious drawback: the traditional Hopf algebra in this framework 

ought to be denoted a Hopf group. In this paper we shall endeavour to avoid these 

difficulties by using the term “coalgebraic -” for a - object in a category of coalgebras. 

Thus the traditional Hopf algebra is a coalgebraic group and Hopf rings and modules 

are coalgebraic rings and modules. 

One of our main topological interests in coalgebraic rings and coalgebraic modules 

arises from the study of the homology of 52 spectra, as just described. In particular, 

given an F module spectrum G we are interested in the relation between a coalgebraic 
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module E,(G, ) and its ‘ground’ coalgebraic ring E,(F_, ). Examination of the analagous 

stable case suggests that we should aim to set up notions of homological algebra for 

these coalgebraic objects. 

In this paper we establish two main results. These are 

Theorem 3.4. The category ofjinite-type coalgebraic modules over a connective coal- 

gebraic ring A,,, is abelian. 

Theorem 5.3. For a given coalgebraic ring A, the category of A coalgebraic modules 
is a symmetric monoidal category under 63~ with special object A. 

The important part of this latter result is the existence of a tensor product G of 

coalgebraic modules. This we construct explicitly and in such a way as to form one 

of the major ingredients to the following theorem which will appear elsewhere in a 

more topological article: the current paper may be considered in part as providing the 

necessary algebraic background for this result. 

Theorem, Suppose G is a module spectrum over the ring spectrum F and the ho- 
mology theory associated to G is exact over that for F, i.e., for any space X we 
have G,(X) = G, @)F, F,(X). Suppose also that E is a ring spectrum equipped with a 
suitable Kiinneth theorem. Then E*(G,) and E,(F) are related by the coalgebraic 

module tensor product 

E,(&) =E,(F, )&,IF*IE*[G*I~ 

The tensor product of coalgebraic rings has occurred in two previous papers, [9, 51, 

neither of which considered either its explicit construction or its basic properties. We 

hope this paper will add further insight to the contents of those articles. We also hope 

that the coalgebraic homological algebra we set up will be of independent interest, in 

particular to recent results of Kashiwabara and Wilson on the relations in Morava 

K-homology between the spaces in the 52 spectra for p local Eilenberg-MacLane 

theories, BP(n) and BP theory. 

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we set up coalgebraic 

rings and coalgebraic modules introducing notation and examples. We also discuss 

quotients of these objects. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 3.4 and in the process 

show that the category of general A *,+ coalgebraic modules is always additive. In 

Section 4 we introduce the notion of a coalgebraic pairing and relate it to the idea of 

a coalgebraic ring. In Section 5 we construct tensor products by way of representing 

sets of coalgebraic pairings and we prove Theorem 5.3. In Section 6 we show the 

coalgebraic tensor product to be half exact and in the final section we examine the 

functor R[-] in greater detail, in particular studying some of the related homological 

algebra. 
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2. Coalgebraic rings and coalgebraic modules 

In this section we shall more formally define the concepts of (abelian) coalgebraic 

groups, coalgebraic rings, coalgebraic modules and coalgebraic ideals. We shall estab- 

lish some basic notation and describe the free coalgebraic module functor. Throughout 

this section and the rest of the paper R is a commutative ring with unit. 

Definition 2.1. A graded abelian coalgebraic group over R is an abelian group object 

in the category of graded cocommutative, coassociative coalgebras with counit over R. 

In other words, we have a graded, bicommutative, biassociative Hopf algebra (in the 

traditional sense) over R with unit, counit and conjugation. 

Definition 2.2. A bigraded commutative coalgebraic ring over R is a graded commuta- 

tive ring object in the category of graded cocommutative, coassociative coalgebras with 

counit over R. Denote the category of such objects with obvious (bigrading preserving) 

morphisms by %Z%?. 

To establish notation we will be a bit more explicit. We will not dwell on the 

details too much but refer the reader to the standard references [9] and now also [4]. 

A bigraded coalgebraic ring over R is a graded abelian coalgebraic group H,,, over R 
with structure maps 

$ : H*+ --f H,,, @R H,,, coproduct, 

E : H,,, + R counit, 

X :Ha,b --f Ha,b conjugation, 

* : Ha,, @R Hb,c + Ha+b,c product, 

r : R -+ Ho,0 unit 

together with additional structure maps 

0 : f&b @R &,d + fhc,b+d o product 

u : R -+ Ho,o 0 unit 

subject to certain axioms. 

For a general element x we use the notation $(x) = xx @R x” to indicate its 

coproduct. 

We write [0] for y( 1) and [l] for u( 1); these names are consistent with the elements 

of the same name in the coalgebraic ring R[S] introduced in Section 1. 

Here are the examples mentioned in the last section. 

Example 2.3. Let S be a commutative ring with unit. The group algebra R[S] is a 

coalgebraic ring with coproduct $([s]) = [s] LB [ ] s an circle product [si] o [sl] = [sisz]. d 

Example 2.4. The mod p homology of the n-fold loop space s2”S” is a monograded 

coalgebraic ring with the o product induced from the composition of loops. In the same 
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way, so is the mod p homology of the infinite loop space QS” = lim, Q”S”. At the 

prime 2 a description of this has been given in [ 1 l] and at odd primes in [6]. 

Example 2.5. Let {Fk}kEz be a ring Q spectrum; its mod p homology is a bigraded 

coalgebraic ring. 

A further comment on our use of gradings is in order. If the rings R and S are 

ungraded, the ring-ring R[S] is ungraded; the topological example of H*(Q”S”; EP) 

is monograded while those involving s1 spectra above are bigraded. We shall draw 

on the topology by naming the gradings of an abstract bigraded coalgebraic ring the 

homological and space gradings, and they shall be denoted in that order. Thus, in a 

bigraded coalgebraic ring M,,,, each M,,n is itself a graded coalgebraic group, while the 

o product passes from M,,, @M,,, to M,,.+,. When we wish to consider monograded 

objects the grading in question will be the homological grading; in particular, these 

correspond to a bigraded object M,,, with all but M*,o trivial. Similarly, an ungraded 

object corresponds to a bigraded object M,,, with all but MO,O trivial. We shall denote 

the homology grading of an element m EM,,* by /ml and its space grading by Ilrnll. 

It is possible to define a product in the category of coalgebraic rings. For H,,, and 

K,,, in %?Z define H,,, [XIR K,,, to be the sum of all modules of the form H,,C @R Kb,C 

and is bigraded by declaring that the elements of bidegree (r,s) are those in the direct 

sum @a+b=&,s @R &,s. It is well known that this can be given the structure of a 

coalgebraic group and the circle product is given by 

(a C3 b) 0 (c 8 d) = (-l)lcllbl(a 0 c) C3 (b 0 d). 

The o unit is [l] ~3 [l]. 

Proposition 2.6. The operation q R is a product in %%?. The projections are given by 

&H @ l~:fb,* q R K,,, + R &K,,, 2 K,,,. 

For morphisms f : B,,, + H,,, and g : B,,, + K,,, the unique morphism h : B,,, -+ H,,, 

IXIRK+,* is given by h(b) = C f(b’) @ g(b”). 

Now let A,,, be a commutative coalgebraic ring over R. We shall consider module 

objects over A,,,, providing more explicit details than before. 

Definition 2.7. An A,,, coalgebraic module over R is a graded abelian coalgebraic 

group M,,, over R equipped with a coalgebra map 

0: A,,, @R M,,, + Mz+,, 

satisfying the following five axioms for all a, b E A,,, and X, y E M,,, . 

(1) (aob)ox=ao(box), 
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(2) [l] 0x=x, 

(3) PI 0 x = Y&(X), 
(4) (a*b)ox= ~(-l)~X’~~b~(,ox’)*(box”), 
(5) a 0 (X * y)= C(-l)l”“l’“l(d ox) * (a” 0 y). 

We can turn this left action into a right one by defining 

XOa~(-~)l~ll~l[_~]~ll~IIIl~lI oaox, 

where [-l] = x[ 11. We will do this without further comment. 

Denote by %$&,,, the category of A,,, coalgebraic modules with structure and bi- 

grading preserving morphisms. 

Example 2.8. Let T be an S module. Then the group algebra R[T] is an R[S] coalge- 

braic module. 

Example 2.9. Any commutative coalgebraic group H,,, over R is an R[H] coalgebraic 

module with structure map o: R[Z]@RH*,* + H,,, given by [n]@x H x$*x”*. . .*x(“) 
where ~x’@x”@~~~@x(“) is the iterated coproduct acting on x. 

Example 2.10. Let X be an infinite loop space and write QS” for 1imCPS” as usual. 

Then H,(X; EP) is a H+(QS’; lFP) coalgebraic module. 

Example 2.11. Let F be a ring spectrum and G an F module spectrum. Then 

H,(G,; FP) is an H,(&; IFP) coalgebraic module. 

Remark 2.12. If M,,, is an A,,, coalgebraic module the * indecomposables QM+,+ can 

be given the structure of a QA,,, module using the o action; this follows from the fifth 

axiom. above. 

Remark 2.13. For H,,, and K,,, coalgebraic modules over A,,,, the coalgebra 

K,, HR IL,, = CT3 H3,c ‘8~ K,,= also has the structure of an A,,, coalgebraic module. 

The coalgebraic group structure is as usual and the A,,, action is generated by 

ao(h@k)=C(-1) la”ll*l@ 0 h) @ (a” 0 k). 

We shall want to know when we can take a quotient and still get a coalgebraic 

module. This is easy and similar to the case of coalgebraic groups. 

Definition 2.14. An A,,, coalgebraic ideal in H,,, is an ideal Z in H,,, such that 

(1) $(Z) C Z @R K,, + H,,, @R 1, 

(2) 40 = 0, 

(3) A,,, oZCZ. 

An ideal Z satisfying the first two of these properties is a Hopf ideal in the sense of 

Sweedler [lo]. It is shown there that a Hopf algebra quotiented by a Hopf ideal again 

carries the structure of a Hopf algebra. 
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Proposition 2.15. Let I be an A,,, coalgebraic ideal in H,,,. Then H,.,/I is an A,,, 
coalgebraic module over R. 

Proof. (1) and (2) ensure that H,,,/I is a coalgebraic group over R and (3) ensures 

that o is defined. 0 

We shall need to consider free A,,, coalgebraic modules constructed from given 

supplemented coalgebras. Recall from [9] that a supplemented coalgebra C,,, is a 

graded, cocommutative, coassociative coalgebra with counit over R equipped with a 

map PI: R + C,,, with a~ the identity on R. Define [0] to be the element y(l). Write 

YV for the category of such objects and let C,,, be an object in 9%. Construct the 

free A,,, coalgebraic module F( C,,, ) by taking all sums of all * products of all o 

products of elements in A,,, with elements in C,,, subject to the coalgebraic module 

axioms and identifying [0] E A,,, with [0] E C,,,. This gives a functor 

There is a canonical supplemented coalgebra map &,,, : C,,, -+ F(C,,,) and we have 

the following standard universal property. 

Proposition 2.16. Given an A,,, coalgebraic module M,,, and a map of supplemented 

coalgebras 0: C,,, + M,., there is a unique A,,, coalgebraic module map $: F(C,,,) 

+ M,,, with 

Proposition 2.17. Any coalgebraic module M,,, is the quotient of a free coalgebraic 
module. 

Proof. Let us write 9: %z&,,_ + Y%Z for the forgetful hmctor. Then we can form 

FB(M,,,), a free coalgebraic module. By the universal property of F the identity 

map 9(M*,,) -+ M,,, lifts to a map gg(M,,,) +M,_, which, by construction, is 

onto. 0 

3. The abelian GitegOry %A&. 

In this section we show that under suitable restrictions the category of A,,, coalge- 

braic modules is abelian. Much of our work rests on previous results which show that 

suitable categories of Hopf algebras are abelian (see in particular [lo]). To use these 

foundations we need to make the global assumption for this section that all coalgebraic 

modules M,,, are of finite type, by which we mean that they are N x Z graded and 

that each M,,b is of finite rank as an R module. We also need to make the second 

assumption that the underlying coalgebraic ring A,,, is connective. 



Definition 3.1. We say the coalgebraic ring A *,* over R is connective if it is N x H 

graded and As,* is isomorphic (as coalgebraic rings over R) to R[S] for some (graded) 

ring S. 

We shall see that the point of this definition is that it puts significant restrictions 

on the coproduct. The following lemma highlights the nature of the coproduct in a 

connective coalgebraic ring. 

Lemma 3.2. If A,,, is a connective coalgebraic ring and a E Ad,* for some d > 0 then 
$(a) = [0] @a+a@ [0] + C bi @ci where the bi and ci are all of homological dimension 
bigger than zero. The homological dimension zero elements are generated as a free 
R module by group like elements, i.e., by elements a with $(a) = a @ a. 

Proof. The first part follows from [8] and the second is implicit in the definition 

of a connective coalgebraic ring and the structure of a ring-ring R[S], as given in 

Section 7. 0 

Our first result however uses no additional assumptions on the category of coalge- 

braic modules. 

Theorem 3.3. The category of A,,, coalgebraic modules is additive. 

Proof. We first establish that the category has products. Given maps of A,,, coal- 

gebraic modules f : B,,, + H,,, and g: B,,, --+ K,,, it suffices to show that the map 

h : B,., + f&z+ lXl~ K,,, of Proposition 2.6 defined by h(b) = C f (b’) @ g(b”) is also 

a map of A,,, coalgebraic modules. Thus we must show that a o h(b) = h(a o b) for 

any a E A,,, and b E B,,,. We compute as follows, remembering the A,,, action on 

H,,, RR K,,, from Remark 2.13: 

a o h(b) = a o Cf (b’) @ g(b”) 

= Ca 0 (f (b’) @ g(b”)) 
= ‘J7(-1)Ia”“IIb’I(a”’ o f(b’)) @ (a”” o g(b”)) 

= ~(_l)ia”“lIb’i f (a”’ o b’) @ g(a”” o b”) 

= (f @g)C(-1) 
IU”“llb’~(al” o b’) @ (al/!l o b/l) 

= (f @ g)$(a 0 b) 
= h(a o b). 

Now consider the morphism sets. Suppose M,,, and N,,, are two A,,, coalgebraic 

modules. The morphisms f, g :M*,* -+ N,,,, etc., the A,,, coalgebraic module maps 

from M+,, to N,,,, have a sum given by convolution 

(f w g)(m) = Cf(m’) * g(m”). 
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It is easy to check that convolution does give an 

Theorem 3.4. The category offinite type coalgebraic modules over a connective coal- 

gebraic ring A,,, is abelian. 

Proof. The last result tells us that the category is additive. To prove that it is also 

abelian we need to establish the existence of kernels and cokemels. In fact, the 

coalgebraic module kernels and cokemels coincide under the forgetful mnctor with 

the notions of kernel and cokemel for coalgebraic groups. We recall their definition 

from [lo]. 

Definition 3.5. Let f :I&.,* +N,,, be a map of coalgebraic groups. Define HKer( f ), 

the Hopf kernel of f, by 

HKer(f) = {m E K+ I(1 @ f Mm) = m @ [Ol}. 

By cocommutativity this is the same as 

{m E M*,, I (f 63 1)$(m) = [Ol CQ m}. 

The Hopf cokernel, HCoker( f ), is N,,,/( f (M.& )) where (f (M$)) is the left Hopf 

ideal in N,,, generated by the image of f and iV+‘r* is the augmentation ideal in M,,,. 

By commutativity of N,,, this is the same as the right ideal generated by f (M& ). 
The work of [lo] shows that HKer and HCoker are indeed kernels and cokemels in 

the category of coalgebraic groups. 

Definition 3.6. Let f : M,,, + N,,, be a map of coalgebraic modules. Define CKer(f) 

as HKer( f ), the Hopf kernel of the underlying map of coalgebraic groups. Similarly, 

define CCoker( f) as the Hopf cokemel of the underlying coalgebraic group map. 

To prove Theorem 3.4 it suffices to show that if f : M,,, + N,,, is in fact a map of 

A,,, coalgebraic modules, then HKer(f) is closed under o action by elements of A,,, 

and that (f (M$ )) is also a coalgebraic ideal in the sense of Definition 2.14. 

For the first of these, suppose m EHKer( f) and a E A,,*: 

(1 @ f )$(a 0 m) = ~(-l)la”“llm’l(a”’ 0 m’) @ (a”” 0 f (m”)) 

= Ca 0 (m’ &3 f (m”)) 

= a 0 (Cm’ @ f(m”)) 

= a 0 (m C3 [Ol) 
= ~(_l)‘“‘““l( a’ 0 m) @ (a” 0 [0]) 

= (a 0 m) @ [O]. 
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The final equality needs further explanation. We may assume a to be of homogeneous 

homological dimension and we split the argument into two cases. First, if Ial = 0 we 

know that a is an R linear sum of elements of the form [s] and $([s]) = [s] @ [s]. 

In this case the equality follows as [s] o [0] = [O]. On the other hand, if [al > 0, by 

Lemma 3.2, we have 

C(-l)l”“ll”l(a’ 0 m) @(a” 0 [0]) = (a 0 m) @ [0] + T, 

where T is a sum of terms involving products of the form a” o [0] with Ia”1 > 0. How- 

ever, o multiplication by [0] annihilates all elements of positive homological degree. 

For the cokernels we need to check that 

A*.* O U-M:* )) c (f(M,t, )). 

However, this is easy. An element of (f(M&. )) can be written as a sum of elements 

of the form f(m) * n for m E M& and n E N,,, . Now 

a 0 (f(m) *n) = I(-l)l”“ll”‘(a’ 0 f(m)) * (a” 0 n) 

= C(-l)~““~~“~(f(a’ 0 m)) * (a” 0 n). 

As &(a’ o m) = &(a’) E(m) = 0 we see that a’ o m E Mz*, thus HCoker(f) is closed 

under the A,,, action as required. 

The universal properties of kernel and cokemel (justifying such names in the category 

in question) now follow from their same properties as constructions in the category of 

coalgebraic groups. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 0 

4. Coalgebraic pairings and coalgebraic rings 

Let L.,, Me,, and N,,, be A,,, coalgebraic modules over R. The next definition 

extends the idea of a bilinear map to the setting of coalgebraic modules. 

Definition 4.1. A coalgebra (over R) map f : L,,, 8.R M,,, + N,,, is said to be an A,,, 

coalgebraic pairing when the following conditions hold for all a E A,,,, u, v E L,,,, 

X,Y E M++, 

1. f(u @ (x * y)) = C(-1)1”“1’“1f(U’@X) * f(u” @ y), 

2. f((u * u) 8x) = ~(-1)1”~‘“‘lf(u @x’) * f(u Rx”), 

3. f((aou)@x)=aof(u@x), 

4. f(u @ (x 0 a)) = f(u @3x) 0 a. 

Of course, if we start with a coalgebraic ring (considered now as an R[Z] coalgebraic 

module) then the circle product is a coalgebraic pairing. So we can make a new 

definition. 

Definition 4.2. An A,,, coalgebraic ring is an A,,, coalgebraic module H,*, equipped 

with an associative coalgebraic pairing o : H,,, @R H,,, + H,,,. 
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Equivalently, an 

(-l)~a~~b~[-l]O~~allIlb~I o b o a. 

Denote by S%%?~,,, the category of commutative unital A,,, coalgebraic rings with the 

obvious structure-preserving morphisms. 

Example 4.3. Let T be an S algebra. Then the group algebra R[T] is an R[S] coalge- 

braic ring. 

Example 4.4. Any commutative coalgebraic ring H,,, over R is an R[Z] coalgebraic 

ring. 

Example 4.5. Let E be a ring spectrum. Then the homology of the infinite loop space 

CPE is a H*(QS’; Fp) coalgebraic ring. 

5. Tensor products of A,, coalgebraic modules 

Let L,, and M,,, be A,,, coalgebraic modules. We will construct an A,,, coalge- 

braic module L,,, @A.,, M,,, with the following characteristic property. For all A,,, 

coalgebraic modules N,,, there is a bijection of sets 

@(-&,,~*,,;N*.,) = ~~A*.*(&, @A,., %,,,&,), 

where C?‘(L,,,, M,,,; N,,,) is the set of coalgebraic pairings L,,, @R M,,, -+ N,,, 

and the right hand side is a set of morphisms in the category %&A*,, . In fact this 

correspondence is natural in N,,, so the more precise statement is that the fimctor 

Q’(L*,*,M,,+; -) : @AA,,, + Yets taking the A,,, coalgebraic module N,,, to the set 

P(L*,*, M,,,; N,., ) is represented by L,,, A,,, M,,, . 

To construct this tensor product we start with the underlying supplemented 

coalgebras of L,,, and M,,,, which we were denoting earlier by 9(L,,,) and 

$B(M,,, ) and form 52(L,,,) @)R B(M,,, ). Now form the free A,,, coalgebraic module 

9(9(L,,,) @R 9(M*,*)) and let 1 be the A,,, coalgebraic ideal generated by all 

elements of the form 

u@(x*.v-X(-l) lU”IIXl(Z4’ @I x)%(24” @ y), 

(u*2))@x-_(-1) IUllX’l(U C3 x’)Z(v 8x”), 

(aou)@x-aE(u@x), 

u@(xoa)-((u@x)oa, 
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where U,V E L,,,, x, y E M,,, and a E A,,,. Here the *‘s on the left indicate * prod- 

ucts in L,,, and IV,,,, while the F’s on the right are the star products in the free A,,, 

coalgebraic module 9(9(L,,,) @JR g(M*,*)). We distinguish between the correspond- 

ing o products likewise in the second two sets of generators. Let L,,, @A,,, M,., = 

F(g(L,,, ) @.R WM*,* ))/I. 

Theorem 5.1. The functor CP(L,,,,M,,,; -> is represented by the A,,, coalgebraic 

module L,,, A,,, I&*,. 

Proof. The proof is standard: given a coalgebraic pairing f : L,,, @R M,,, + N,,, , the 

universal property of the functor 9 gives an A,,, coalgebraic module map from 

F(%L,,,) ‘%R WL,, )> to N*,s. The axioms for a coalgebraic pairing show that this 

map must factor through L,,, A.,, M,,,, giving a map, c( say, from CP(L,,,,M,.,; N,,,) 

to gJ&A,,,& @A,,, MvJYv). 

Conversely, given g, an A,,, coalgebraic module map from L,,, A.,, M,,, to N,,,, 

construct a coalgebraic pairing p(g) : L,,, @R M,,, + N,., as the composite 

where the left-hand map is the natural inclusion 8, the middle the quotient by I and 

the right-hand map is g. It is then easy to show that a and j3 are mutually inverse. 0 

The COnStIUCtiOII A,,, has all the usual properties that a tensor product should 

have. We leave the proof of the following proposition to the reader. 

Proposition 5.2. There are isomorphisms 

1. L,,, + L,,, A,,, A,,, and A,,, A,,, L,* -+-L,*, 

2. L,,, A,,, (Ma,, @A,,, Ne.* > --+ CL*,* @A,,, M*.*) @A*,* N*,*, 

3. L,,, @A,,, A&,, + K,, A,., Lw+ 

Theorem 5.3. %?&!A_,, is a symmetric monoidal category under A,,, with special 

object A,,,. 

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 5.2. 0 

Further prOpertiCS OfA,,, are developed in detail in the next two sections. 

Let H,,, and K,,, be A,,, coalgebraic rings. We can give the structure of an A,,, 

coalgebraic ring to the tensor product H,,, %A,,, K,,, by extending the map 

(wBx)@(yGz) H (-l>‘“““‘(Wo y>S(xoz) 

to a coalgebraic pairing 

0: (H,,, A,,, K,,,) 8.R (ff+ A,,, IL,*) + VL A,,. K*,*). 
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Proposition 5.4. If H,*, and K,,, are unital coalgebraic rings then the tensor product 

H,,, A.,, K,,, has a 0 unit [ll 69 [ll. If I&,, and K,,, are commutative coalgebraic 
rings then so is H,,, GA, ~ K,+. 

Proposition 5.5. %%%A,,, is a symmetric monoidal category under @A,,, with special 

object A,.,. 

6. Half exactness of the tensor product 

The results of Section 3 show that, when we have a class of A,,, coalgebraic mod- 

ules with enough projectives, we can perform the usual constructions of homological 

algebra; we shall see an example in the next section. In particular, we may wish to form 

the left derived functors of the tensor product operation taking N,,, to N,,, @A,,. IV,,,. 

The resulting kth derived functor we shall name CTorf*,* (N,,,,M,,,). In this section, 

we shall prove that the coalgebraic module tensor product is half exact; the usual 

machinary of homological algebra then allows us to identify CTor{*,*(N,,,,M,,,) with 

N,,, @A,,, M*,*. 

Proposition 6.1. The functor sending N,,, to N,_, A,,, M,,, is right exact. 

Proof. Our proof is just an adaptation of the proof of the analagous result about the 

tensor product in the category of R modules. We begin with a short exact sequence in 

g&A,,, 7 

Recall that this means that J*,, is the kernel of g and L,,, is the cokemel of f in 

q&,., . We must show that 

J,., A_, M,,, 2 K,,, A,,, M,,, -@i L,,, A,,, M,,, --t 0 

is exact also. 

That gG 1 is onto and that the composite (g $5 1 )(f G 1) = (d B 1) is trivial are 

both immediate. The part to consider is the claim that the image off 65 1 contains the 

kernel of g@ 1. 

Let D be the coalgebraic ideal in K,,, A,,, M,,, generated by elements of the form 

kZ3 m with g(k) = 0. Clearly, D is contained in the image of f 8 1 by exactness of 

the original sequence and it suffices to show that the kernel of ggl is contained in D. 
Construct the R coalgebra homomorphism 

?/: L,,, @R Kc,, + We,* A,,, M*,*)/D 

by setting y( 1 @m) = [k 63 m] and extending linearly, where the square brackets indicate 

the equivalence class modulo D and k is any element of K *,* satisfying g(k) = E (note 
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that y exists and is well defined by exactness and the definition of 0). However, as D is 

an A,,, coalgebraic ideal, y is a coalgebraic pairing and so extends to a homomorphism 

of A,,, coalgebraic modules 

r: L*,, 8A,,, M,,, -+ UL,, A,,, M*,e)lD. 

Moreover, the composite 

r(gs 1): (K,,, A.,, Ma,*) --+ (&at A,,. M,,,)/D 

is just the quotient by D and so the kernel of g?J 1 is contained in D as required. 0 

7. The functor R[-_l 

Suppose S is a ring. In this section we examine in detail some of the properties 

of the functor from S modules to R[S] coalgebraic modules given by the construction 

R[-] outlined in Sections 1 and 2. 

Proposition 7.1. The functor R[-] takes 
(1) kernels to kernels, 
(2) cokernels to cokernels, 
(3) tensor products to tensor products, 
(4) projectives to projectives. 

Proof. We begin with (1) and (2). We suppose 0 + A L B 3 C 4 0 to be a short 

exact sequence of S modules. Let us write f and S for R[f] and R[g], respectively. 

It will suffice to show that 

0 + R[A] L R[B] 5 R[C] --+ 0 

is also short exact. Now, 

CKer(g) = {xER[B])(~ @g)$(x)=x@ [O]} 

= E~b[~ll(l @a(E-dbl@ PI) =Ch[bl@ WI)) 

= CDbPlI (Cb[bl @ Mb)l)) = C (oP1 @ [Ol)) 

= ~CQJmd~)l= [Ol) 

= Ci3d~lI~ E Ker(g)I 

= Well 

= R[A]. 

This proves (1) and (2) is similar. Recall that CCoker(f) is R[B]/( f(R[A]+)) where 

R[A]+ is the augmentation ideal in R[A]. We can describe R[A]+ as the free R module 
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on basis elements [a] - [0] as a nms over the non-zero elements of A. Then f(R[A]+) 

is the free R module on the elements [fa] - [0] in R[B] and is already a coalgebraic 

ideal in R[B]. Thus (f(R[A]+)) =T(R[A]+) and 

CCoker(f) = R[B]/T(R[A]+) = R[B/A] = R[C] = R[Coker(f)]. 

The proof of part 3 is a useful exercise in unwinding the definition of the coalgebraic 

tensor product. We wish to show 

R[A] 6&sl WI ” R[A @s 4 

for S modules A and B. Recall the definition of the left-hand side: this is 

9-(9(R[A]) @R 9(R[B])>/I = ES(R[A x BI)/I 

where 9 and 9 are the functors defined in Section 2 and I is the coalgebraic ideal 

specified in Section 5. Now ES(R[A x B]) is the set of all R linear sums of all * 

products of all elements of the form [s] 0 [(a, b)] with s E S and (a, b) E A x B and so 

a typical R basis element is of the form 

Given the nature of * product, o action and coproduct on a coalgebraic module of the 

form R[X], the ideal I becomes that generated by elements 

Ku, h + b2 >I - [(a, h )I * [(a, b2 )I, 

[(al + ~2, b)l - [(a~, b)l * [(a2, b)l, 

[(s . a, b)l - [SIC [(a, b)l> 

Ku, b . s>l - [(a, b)lo bl. 

But these are just a straight translation of the usual relations introduced in the free S 

module A x B to form the tensor product A 653s B. This proves (3). 

Finally, we turn to part 4 of the proposition. For an R[S] coalgebraic module Y 

define 9(Y) to be the set of group like elements of Y. Then 9(Y) is an S module 

with addition given by * and S action by s(g) = [s] o g for s E S and g E 9(Y). In 

fact, ‘9(-) is the right adjoint to the functor R[-1. 

Now suppose P is a projective 5’ module; we shall show that R[P] is a projective 

R[S] coalgebraic module. To do this, let E :X + Y be a surjection in %&‘~[sI and 

suppose 4 : R[P] + Y is the homomorphism in %?A~ls] which we shall try to lift up E. 

Define 4’: P---f 9(Y) by 4’(p) = d([p]); this is an S module map. By projectivity 

of P we can lift 4’ up ‘9(s) : 3(X) -+ ‘S(Y), say to 6: P + 9(X). Now define the 

required lift of 4 by sending the R basis element [p] to 6((p) E 9(X) CX and extending 

linearly. 0 
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Restating our results, we find we have proved 

Corollary 7.2. The functor R[-] is exact and preserves projective resolutions. 

Remark 7.3. As the category of S modules has enough projectives, we see that the 

image of this category under R[-] also has enough projectives. We can thus form the 

derived functors CTorRIS1 k (R[A],M,,, ) for a (graded) S module A of finite type and an 

R[S] coalgebraic module M,., . 

It is well known that if U is an exact functor then the left derived functors LkF of 

a hmctor F satisfy the relation U(LkF) = Lk(UF). In the light of Proposition 7.1(3) 

we now have 

Corollary 7.4. For S modules A and B, 

CTorfIs’(R[A], R[B]) = R[To$(A, B)]. 

Note added in proof. 

Kashiwabara has pointed out that the connectivity assumption in Section 3 and in 

particular Theorem 3.4 is superfluous. Without this assumption we still have a o (m @ 

[0]) = (a o m) @ [0] as required in the proof. From the properties of Hopf algebras 

we have that $(a) - a @ 1 E Ker( 1 @ E) = A 18 I where I is the augmentation ideal. 

It follows that $(a) = a @ 1 + C b’ @ b” for b” E I. Note that b” o [0] = 0. Thus 

a o (m @ [0]) = (a o m) @ (1 o [0]) + C(-l)‘b”llml(b o m) @ (b” o [0]) = (a o m) @ [O]. 
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